
                                                   

The curriculum at Holy Trinity Catholic School 
 
Intent 

 
Our broad and balanced curriculum aims to provide pupils with a high-quality education which 
supports their academic, pastoral and personal needs. 
 

As a highly aspirational school, we encourage our pupils to believe that they can be whomever 
they want to be: ‘I am a Holy Trinity Pupil, and I can achieve anything’ and that they can 
make a difference in the world that they are part of - this being at the core of the education 
that we aspire to provide for our pupils. 
 

Through the pastoral, academic and personal development of our pupils, we are able to focus 
on the whole child. This is achieved through a balanced curriculum that is reviewed regularly to 
ensure that it is fit for purpose. 

 
Our curriculum intends to build on the knowledge pupils acquired in year 7 through to year 11. 
 
It is our school's intention to ensure that our pupils leave Holy Trinity equipped with the skills to 
become lifelong learners- readiness, resilient, resourceful, reflective and responsible… 
 
Each curriculum area contributing to the overall character building through their dedication to 
the Jesuit Pupil Values. 
 
Curriculum rationale 
 

Pupils are taught the National Curriculum with core subjects been delivered at both key stages, 
these include English, Maths, Science, RE, PE and PSD (Personal Social Development). At Key 
stage 3 pupils are also taught the foundation subjects; history, Geography and Modern Foreign 
Languages. Pupils also have access to Art, Music, Computing and Food technology which are 
delivered as part of a carousel. In year 9 pupils choose the subjects they want to study in Year 
10 and 11. Pupils are offered a range of qualifications including traditional GCSE subjects and 
Level 1/2 Technical Awards. 
 

Curriculum model 

 

Holy Trinity operates a horizontal tutoring system where each form group is made up of mixed 
ability pupils. 
 
At Holy Trinity pupils are grouped using ‘ASPIRE’.  
 
ASPIRE aims to move away from rigid setting and remove the stigma that can come with 
banding. Most subject areas have six groups and pupils are taught in mixed ability groups, where 
it works well. In Maths and Science, pupils are traditionally set. 
 



We cater for a higher prior attaining group (HPA) and an intervention group for pupils who 
require additional support with learning. Groups are reviewed regularly and are informed by 
both prior and current assessment data. 

 
 

Our Jump start programme is delivered in year 7 to a small group of pupils with a reading age 
of below 9. The programme aims to support pupils with language acquisition and develops pupils 
reading and writing skills through comprehension and vocabulary development. Pupils develop 
key reading skills that can then be transferred across the curriculum. Pupil progress is closely 
monitored and pupils are integrated into all mainstream lessons when it is appropriate for them.  
 
Access support is also provided to pupils in year 8 and 9 and particularly targets pupils who 
require additional support with literacy and accessing the curriculum. Both programmes aim to 
accelerate pupil’s progress, enabling them to flourish at the end of KS3 and be ready for 
progress toward GCSE and level 2 qualifications. 
 
 
Key stage 3 

 

Subject No. of lessons 
Year 7 

No. of lessons 
Year 8 

No. of lessons 
Year 9 

English 4 4 3 

Maths 4 4 3 

Science 3 3 4 

Religious education 3 3 3 

PSD 1 1 1 

Physical education 1 1 1 

History 2 2 2 

Geography 2 2 2 

MFL (French or 
Spanish) 

2 2 2 

Rotation (Art, Music, 
Computing, 
Technology) 

2 2 2 

 

Key stage 4 

Subject No. of lessons 
Year 10 

No. of lessons 
Year 11 

English  5 5 

Maths 4 4 

Science 4 4 

Religious education 2 2 

PSD/ Computing 1 1 

Physical education 1 1 

Option A 3 3 

Option B 3 3 

Option C 3 2 

 

 

 

 



Implementation 

Middle leaders skilfully design their curriculums in order to provide a successful education for all 
pupils. Lessons are sequenced well to maximise learning potential and ensure that knowledge 
and skills are secure in the long- term memory. We have adapted a spiral approach to build on 
pupil’s prior knowledge in order to avoid gaps in knowledge and a skill deficit when pupils leave 
school. 

We have avoided adopting an approach which is too prescriptive and have provided our subject 
experts with the freedom to adopt an approach to sequencing lessons that suits the needs of the 
individual subject area. We believe that our approach to sequencing lessons needs to be 
personalized in order to suit how best teachers can facilitate the learning of the pupils we 
teach.  

Our well- planned curriculum ensures great outcomes for our pupils. The wide range of subjects 
taught exposes pupils to a wealth of subject knowledge and the development of academic 
language which can be applied throughout their time at school and beyond.  

 

Character education 

Pupils develop character through the 5Rs and Jesuit Pupils Values. The 5Rs underpin the 
Behaviour for Learning system and are there to support pupils in developing the necessary skills 
to become lifelong learners.  

 

   

 

Departments are entrusted to educate pupils on their chosen Jesuit Pupil Values and to provide 
examples of how these can be used in everyday life. 

Pupils take part in external programmes such as The Duke of Edinburg (DofE), The Next 
Generation Citizenship Awards and The Forward-Thinking Programme. Such programmes 
have aided pupils in discovering new interests and talents as well as acquiring skills in 
teamwork, problem solving and presenting to a wider audience.  

Our PSD (Personal Social Development) programme has adapted the Personal, Learning and 
Thinking Skills (PLTS) to further support pupils in mastering the essential skills needed for 
success in life, learning and employment. Pupils are supported through their reflection on the 
acquisition of these skills which are taught and developed through the PSD curriculum in years 7 
to 11. 



Pupils have ample opportunities to partake in Student leadership and development through the 
work carried out by the School Council, Chaplaincy team, Fab team, Rights Respecting Schools 
initiative and School prefect team. 

Enrichment 

We have a wide range of extracurricular activities available for pupils to take part in. Sport 
clubs run regularly, afterschool on a weekly basis. We also have a diverse range of activities for 
pupils to take part in at lunchtime such as choir practise, chess club, creative writing and 
homework support sessions.  

 

Year 7 are also benefiting from a timetabled enrichment hour which takes place every Friday in 
the Creative Arts department. Pupils can express themselves imaginatively through the 
medium of music, art and drama. Pupils have opportunities to compete in competitions and will 
celebrate their artistic talents through an exhibition that will be held in the summer term. 

 

 

 

 


